LING279 Reading Schedule
25 April 2012

**Week 1**  
*Introduction (abbreviated)*

**Week 2**  
*Verbatim memory, as a model system*


**Week 3**  
*Forgetting: time-based decay and the articulatory loop*


**Week 4**  
*Forgetting: interference and its varieties*

**Background papers**


**Language processing**


**Week 5 Interference: encoding subjects**

... keep reading Anderson & Neely (1996)

No student presenters this week.


--> Bring your laptops.

**Week 6 Encoding subjects, continued**

*Nate Arnett presents his QP research on subject encodings.*


**Week 7**

**Matt at UMass: no class**

* Supplemental reading:


**Week 8**

**Long-distance dependencies**


**Week 9**

**LDD Spillover: capacity limits and language structure**


**Week 10 Psychometrics**


**Week “11” Research briefs**

Try to consolidate your understanding in prep for a final discussion by reading:
